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We model a collection of N two-level systems (TLSs) coupled to a multimode cavity via Meyer-
Miller-Stock-Thoss (MMST) dynamics, sampling both electronic and photonic zero-point energies
(ZPEs) and propagating independent trajectories in Wigner phase space. By investigating the
ground state stability of a single TLS, we use MMST dynamics to separately study both electronic
ZPE effects (which would naively lead to the breakdown of the electronic ground state) as well as
photonic ZPE effects (which would naively lead to spontaneous absorption). By contrast, including
both effects (i.e., sampling both electronic and photonic ZPEs) leads to the dynamical stability of
the electronic ground state. Therefore, MMST dynamics provide a practical way to identify the
contributions of self-interaction and vacuum fluctuations. More importantly, we find that MMST
dynamics can predict accurate quantum dynamics for both electronic populations and electromag-
netic field intensity in the high saturation limit. For a single TLS in a cavity, MMST dynamics
correctly predict the initial exponential decay of spontaneous emission, Poincaré recurrences, and
the positional dependence of a spontaneous emission rate. For an array of N equally spaced TLSs
with only one TLS excited initially, MMST dynamics correctly predict the modification of spon-
taneous emission rate as a function of the spacing between TLSs. Finally, MMST dynamics also
correctly model Dicke’s superradiance and subradiance (i.e., the dynamics when all TLSs are ex-
cited initially) including the correct quantum statistics for the delay time (as found by counting
trajectories, for which a full quantum simulation is hard to achieve). Therefore, this work raises
the possibility of simulating large-scale collective light-matter interactions with methods beyond
mean-field theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
In confined geometries such as nanoscale cavities, the
quantum nature of photons can strongly modify the
properties of atoms and molecules, including the control
of spontaneous emission rates[1–4], frequency splitting
of the absorption spectrum due to strong light-matter
coupling[5, 6], and changes in chemical reaction land-
scapes by forming hybrid light-matter states (molecular
polaritons)[7–12]. In the field of cavity quantum electro-
dynamics (cQED), theorists traditionally describe these
phenomena by adapting simplified quantum models, such
as the Jaynes–Cummings (JC) model[13] [i.e., a two-level
system (TLS) coupled to a single cavity photon mode],
the Tavis–Cummings (TC) model[14, 15] (i.e., N TLSs
coupled to a single photon mode), or the Weisskopf-
Wigner model[16] (i.e., a TLS coupled to M photon
modes within the context of a single excitation manifold).
With these simplified quantum models, many exciting
quantum phenomena can be studied analytically[17].
Going beyond simplified models, due to the increas-
ing complexities of the full quantum light-matter Hamil-
tonian when realistic atoms or molecules are consid-
ered, finding analytical solutions becomes increasingly
difficult[18]. By contrast, numerically propagating both
electronic and photonic degrees of freedom (DoFs) to-
gether becomes a good choice. For such a computa-
tional problem in cQED, one approach is to keep all vari-
ables quantum-mechanically and seek for approximate
quantum solutions (often with the spirit of mean field
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theory); in principle, quantum-electrodynamical den-
sity functional theory (QEDFT)[19, 20] should be ex-
act if one knew the correct exchange-correlation func-
tional. An alternative is to seek a semiclassical ap-
proximation whereby some DoFs (e.g., the electrons)
are kept quantum-mechanically (and propagated exactly)
but other DoFs (e.g., the photons) are propagated clas-
sically (again exactly). The most popular such approach
today is the coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations[21–
25].
Now, the major problem underlying the coupled
Maxwell-Schrödinger equations is that all quantum ef-
fects of the electromagnetic (EM) fields are completely
ignored, and thus, this method cannot be used when
the quantum dynamics of the radiation field are impor-
tant, e.g., in the high saturation limit[21, 26–28] or in
cavities. Recently, attempts have been made to include
quantum EM-field effects even when evolving classical
EM fields[29, 30]. For example, in the recently proposed
Ehrenfest+R approach[28, 31–33], our research group in-
cluded vacuum fluctuations by propagating a swarm of
augmented Maxwell-Schrödinger equations. Neverthe-
less, because Ehrenfest+R was developed in free space,
the performance of the method in cavities is unknown.
As another attempt, Hoffmann et al have proposed a
multi-trajectory Ehrenfest approach in cavities[34]. In
this approach, the electronic DoFs are evolved quantum-
mechanically and the EM fields are propagated classically
with initial conditions that include sampling the photonic
zero-point energy (ZPE) in Wigner phase space. While
this approach can predict some quantum effects of spon-
taneous emission, the agreement with quantum solutions
is still far from quantitatively accurate. For a benchmark
study of semiclassical approaches applied to a single two-
or three-level system in a cavity, see the recent work of
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2Hoffmann et al [35].
In this paper, we will analyze yet another, slightly more
rigorous semiclassical approach for cQED dynamics —
the Meyer-Miller-Stock-Thoss (MMST) approach[36, 37],
a method which was originally developed for coupled
electron-nuclear dynamics [and is also known as the Pois-
son bracket mapping equation (PBME)[38–42]]. The ba-
sic philosophy underlying this method is to map all elec-
tronic DoFs to Wigner phase space as harmonic oscilla-
tors. Note that this mapping is exact, as shown by Stock
and Thoss[37]. For instance, if there is an electronic
state |k〉, one simply replaces |k〉 by a creation opera-
tor aˆ†k, and similarly one replaces 〈k| by an annihilation
operator aˆk. Then, one uses the canonical relationship
aˆk = (xˆk+ipˆk)/
√
2 to rewrite the electronic Hamiltonian
as a function of xˆk and pˆk. At this point, one sacrifices
exactness and invokes the classical ansatz of treating xˆk
and pˆk classically (with initial values sampled from a dis-
tribution, known as the initial value representation). The
resulting, independent quasiclassical trajectories can be
used to recover the total wave packet evolution in phase
space, and effectively reduce to mean-field Ehrenfest dy-
namics with only one caveat: the electronic (and nuclear)
degrees of freedom are given ZPEs. Thus, for example,
the electronic wave function is not formally normalized
to one. For a more detailed explanation of this method,
see Sec. II. This flavor of initial value representations has
been used for many years in theoretical chemistry, largely
going back to the work of Miller and co-workers[36, 43].
Recent work by Cotton and Miller has shown that this
flavor of dynamics can perform quite well for the spin-
boson model[44–46], which is effectively the exact same
Hamiltonian as Eq. (1) when only one TLS is consid-
ered. For coupled electron-photonic systems, because
the photonic DoFs are exactly harmonic which is optimal
for mean-field dynamics, quasiclassical MMST dynamics
should behave quite well. Thus, altogether, quasiclassi-
cal MMST dynamics should be advantageous relative to
the traditional coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations
for solving coupled electronic-photonic dynamics.
Indeed, by studying N TLSs coupled to a multimode
cavity, we will show that MMST dynamics provide an
intuitive physical interpretation for a cQED problem.
Most importantly, we will show how MMST dynamics
can sometimes predict accurate collective quantum dy-
namics in cavities including superradiance and subradi-
ance phenomena.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we in-
troduce the quantum model and MMST dynamics. In
Sec. III we list the simulation details. In Sec. IV we
present the results for N TLSs coupled to a multimode
cavity. We conclude in Sec. V. As far as notation is con-
sidered, we let Roman character j denotes cavity modes
and Greek character α denotes TLSs.
II. METHOD
A. Quantum Dynamics
For a collection of N TLSs interacting with a multi-
mode cavity, the full quantum Hamiltonian reads:
Hˆ =
N∑
α=1
1
2
~ω0σˆ(α)z +
M∑
j=1
~ωj
(
aˆ†j aˆj +
1
2
)
−
N∑
α=1
M∑
j=1
~g(α)j
(
aˆ†j + aˆj
)(
σˆ
(α)
+ + σˆ
(α)
−
) (1a)
Here, ~ω0 denotes the energy gap between the ground
state (|αg〉) and excited state (|αe〉) for each TLS, σˆ(α)z ≡
|αe〉〈αe|−|αg〉〈αg|, σˆ(α)+ ≡ |αe〉〈αg|, and σˆ(α)− ≡ |αg〉〈αe|.
aˆ†j and aˆj denote the creation and annihilation operators
for the j-th photon mode with energy ~ωj , where ωj =
jpic
L and L denotes the length of cavity. For simplicity,
we assume that each photon couples to TLSs via only a
single polarization direction, so we do not sum over two
polarization vectors here. We also truncate the number of
photon modes to a finite number (M modes) to facilitate
numerical calculations. Finally, the position-dependent
coupling constant g(α)j is defined as
g
(α)
j =
√
ωj
~0L
µ(α)ge sin(kjrα) (1b)
where µ(α)ge denotes the magnitude of transition dipole
moment for the TLS located at rα, and kj =
ωj
c =
jpi
L .
In order to capture the real-time dynamics for the cou-
pled electron-photonic system, one can evolve the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation:
i~
∂
∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = Hˆ|Ψ(t)〉 (2)
where |Ψ(t)〉 denotes the wave function for the coupled
electron-photonic system. Practically, in order to numer-
ically propagate the Schrödinger equation, one needs to
choose a truncated basis which includes up to D excita-
tion(s). If D = 1, the truncated basis is the configuration
interaction singles (CIS) basis:
|ΨCIS(t)〉 = c0(t)|~g〉|~0〉+
N∑
α=1
cα(t)|eα〉|~0〉
+
M∑
j=1
dj(t)|~g〉|1j〉
(3)
Here, |~g〉 denotes a wave function for which all of the
TLSs are in ground state, and |eα〉 denotes a wave func-
tion for which only the α-th TLS is excited. Similarly,
|~0〉 denotes a wave function for which all photon modes
are in the ground state, and |1j〉 denotes a wave function
for which the j-th photon mode has one photon but all
other modes are in their respective ground states (with
3zero photons). Note that the CIS approximation implies
that a rotating-wave approximation is taken in Eq. (1a),
i.e.,
(
aˆ†j + aˆj
)(
σˆ
(α)
+ + σˆ
(α)
−
)
≈ aˆ†j σˆ(α)− + aˆj σˆ(α)+ , and we
ignore all effects due to the counter rotating-wave terms.
With this CIS approximation, the truncated wave func-
tion has dimension 1 + N + M . Generally, for D ≥ 2,
the dimensionality of the truncated wave function grows
uncontrollably with increasing D, which prohibits real-
time simulations for highly excited systems (e.g., Dicke’s
superradiance).
Now, during a simulation, we will be interested in the
expectation values of various key operators. To that end,
the excited state population for each TLS can be calcu-
lated by evaluating ρ(α)ee (t) =
〈
Ψ(t)
∣∣∣∣ρˆ(α)ee ∣∣∣∣Ψ(t)〉, where
ρˆ(α)ee = |αe〉〈αe| (4)
For the photonic part, the E-field and B-field operators
read:
Eˆ(r) =
∑
j
εj
(
aˆ†j + aˆj
)
sin(kjr) (5a)
Bˆ(r) =
∑
j
i
c
εj
(
aˆ†j − aˆj
)
cos(kjr) (5b)
where εj =
√
~ωj/0L. We will also be interested in the
normal-ordered field intensity operator:
Iˆ(r) =: 0Eˆ
2(r) :
= 0Eˆ
2(r)− 0
∑
j
ε2j sin
2(kjr)
(6)
Here, the colons (::) indicate the normal ordering, and
: aˆ†j aˆj :=: aˆj aˆ
†
j := aˆ
†
j aˆj . The normal-ordered inten-
sity excludes the effect of photonic zero point energies
(ZPE), i.e., if the photonic field is the vacuum field
(Ψ(t) = |~g〉|~0〉), then
〈
Ψ(t)
∣∣∣∣Iˆ(r)∣∣∣∣Ψ(t)〉 = 0 everywhere.
B. Quasiclassical Meyer-Miller-Stock-Thoss
(MMST) Dynamics
For solving a cQED problem, much like any semi-
classical problem, it is standard to directly evolve the
Schrödinger equation for the quantum subsystem. Al-
ternatively, we can also take another strategy: mapping
the full quantum Hamiltonian into phase space, and then
recovering quantum dynamics by sampling quasiclassical
trajectories in phase space. One approach of this kind is
the Meyer-Miller-Stock-Thoss (MMST) approach[36, 37].
While MMST dynamics were developed to solve coupled
electron-nuclear dynamics, this approach can also de-
scribe the coupled electron-photonic dynamics very well;
e.g., see the recent work by Hoffmann et al [35] (in which
they refer to this approach as the linearized semiclassical
dynamics). For the sake of clarity, we will now provide a
brief review.
1. MMST Mapping
The first step of MMST dynamics is the MMST
mapping[36, 37], which provides a systematic and ex-
act way to map a coupled electron-photonic Hamiltonian
onto a set of quantum harmonic oscillators. Now, map-
ping photonic DoFs to harmonic oscillators is trivial: one
just needs to replace aˆ†j and aˆj with Cartesian operators
Xˆj and Pˆj using the following identities:
Xˆj =
√
~
2ωj
(
aˆ†j + aˆj
)
(7a)
Pˆj = i
√
~ωj
2
(
aˆ†j − aˆj
)
(7b)
For the electronic DoFs, the MMST mapping states that
the electronic operators can be written as a string of an-
nihilation and creation operators:
|αk〉〈αl| → aˆ†αkaˆαl (8)
where k, l = e, g. By further writing aˆαk =
1√
2
(xˆαk + ipˆαk), electronic operators can also be mapped
to Cartesian coordinate operators, such that
|αk〉〈αk| → 1
2
(
xˆ2αk + pˆ
2
αk − 1
)
(9a)
|αk〉〈αl|+ |αl〉〈αk| → xˆαkxˆαl + pˆαkpˆαl (k 6= l)
(9b)
i (|αk〉〈αl| − |αl〉〈αk|)→ pˆαkxˆαl − xˆαkpˆαl (k 6= l)
(9c)
By substituting the Cartesian operators (Eqs. (7) and
(9)) into the full quantum Hamiltonian (Eq. (1)), we ar-
rive at the MMST mapping Hamiltonian for the coupled
electron-photonic system:
Hˆ =
N∑
α=1
∑
k=g,e
hkk
(
1
2
xˆ2αk +
1
2
pˆ2αk − γ
)
+
M∑
j=1
1
2
(
Pˆ 2j + ω
2
j Xˆ
2
j
)
−
N∑
α=1
∑
k 6=l=e,g
hˆkl (xˆαkxˆαl + pˆαkpˆαl)
(10)
Here, the relevant coefficients are hee = 12~ω0, hgg =
− 12~ω0, and hˆeg = hˆge =
M∑
j=1
g
(α)
j
√
ωj
2~ Xˆj , and γ =
1
2
denotes the electronic zero-point energy. Note that the
MMST mapping Hamiltonian (Eq. (10)) is equivalent to
the original full quantum Hamiltonian (Eq. (1)). How-
ever, the advantage of the MMST mapping Hamiltonian
is that the Cartesian operators can be easily connected
to Wigner phase space, which will facilitate further ap-
proximations. Henceforward, we will use the notation
Xˆ = {xˆαk, Xˆj} and Pˆ = {pˆαk, Pˆj} to connote the set of
both electronic and photonic variables and we will refer
to Eq. (10) as Hˆ
(
Xˆ, Pˆ
)
.
42. Wigner Phase Space Dynamics
Quantum-mechanically, a quantum density operator
ρˆ(Xˆ, Pˆ, t) exactly describes the state of a quantum sys-
tem and obeys the quantum Liouville equation:
∂
∂t
ρˆ(Xˆ, Pˆ, t) = − i
~
[
Hˆ
(
Xˆ, Pˆ
)
, ρˆ(Xˆ, Pˆ, t)
]
(11)
where Hˆ
(
Xˆ, Pˆ
)
is given in Eq. (10). Let us perform a
Wigner transform[47, 48] of the quantum density opera-
tor ρˆ(Xˆ, Pˆ, t):
ρW (X,P, t) =
(
1
pi~
)F ∫ ∞
−∞
e−2iP·Y/~
〈
X+Y
∣∣∣∣ ρˆ(Xˆ, Pˆ, t) ∣∣∣∣ X−Y〉 dY (12)
where F denotes the total number of DoFs. In this way,
the quantum density operator ρˆ(Xˆ, Pˆ, t) is transformed
to a quasiclassical phase space density ρW (X,P, t), where
X = {xαk, Xj} and P = {pαk, Pj}. If the equation of
motion for ρW is cut off as first order in ~[47, 48], one
recovers the classical Liouville equation:
∂
∂t
ρW (X,P, t) = −{ρW (X,P, t), H(X,P)} + O(~2)
(13)
Here, {· · · } denotes the Poisson bracket, and the full clas-
sical Hamiltonian H(X,P) reads
H (X,P) =
N∑
α=1
∑
k=g,e
hkk
(
1
2
x2αk +
1
2
p2αk − γ
)
+
M∑
j=1
1
2
(
P 2j + ω
2
jX
2
j
)
−
N∑
α=1
∑
k 6=l=e,g
hkl (xαkxαl + pαkpαl)
(14)
and hkl =
M∑
j=1
~g(α)j
√
ωj
2~Xj . Within Wigner phase space,
the expectation value of a given operator Aˆ can be cal-
culated by〈
Aˆ
〉
=
∫∫
dXdP AW (X,P)ρW (X,P, t) (15)
where AW (X,P) denotes the Wigner-Weyl transform of
Aˆ:
AW (X,P) = 2
∫ ∞
−∞
e2iP·Y/~
〈
X−Y
∣∣∣∣ Aˆ ∣∣∣∣ X+Y〉 dY
(16)
In Eq. (16), Aˆ can be either an electronic, photonic, or
joint electron-photon operator.
3. Sampling Independent Trajectories
While directly evolving the classical phase space den-
sity ρW (X,P, t) according to Eq. (13) is computationally
expensive when the dimensions of phase space is large,
an efficient way to propagate Eq. (13) is to propagate
independent trajectories in phase space, i.e., assuming
ρW (X,P, t) ≈ 1
Ntraj
Ntraj∑
l=1
δ(X−Xl(t))δ(P−Pl(t)) (17)
where Ntraj denotes the total number of trajectories. At
time t = 0, Xl(0) and Pl(0) are sampled according to
the initial Wigner distribution ρW (X,P, 0). Similarly,
the expectation value of operator Aˆ can be evaluated by
averaging over trajectories:
〈
Aˆ
〉
≈ 1
Ntraj
Ntraj∑
l=1
Al(t) (18)
where Al(t) denotes the classical correspondence of Aˆ
for the l-th trajectory. For each classical trajectory
(Xl(t),Pl(t)), the time evolution obeys Hamiltonian me-
chanics:
X˙l(t) =
∂H (Xl,Pl)
∂Pl(t)
(19a)
P˙l(t) = −∂H (Xl,Pl)
∂Xl(t)
(19b)
Eqs. (17)-(19) constitute MMST dynamics, i.e., just lin-
earized semiclassical dynamics (LSC) using the MMST
mapping to generate the initial value representation
(IVR) so that one can sample some quantum zero-point
effects through the Wigner representation.
Let us now discuss how we will treat a few remain-
ing technical issues in our MMST calculations below: (i)
how to correctly sample the initial phase space distri-
bution? (ii) how to efficiently evolve independent tra-
jectories? (iii) how to calculate observables for MMST
dynamics?
4. Practical Implementation of MMST Dynamics
a. Initial sampling of phase space distribution For
N TLSs coupled to a multimode cavity, we assume that
5at time t = 0, the electronic and photonic Wigner distri-
butions are totally decoupled:
ρW (X,P, 0) =
∏
αk
ρeW (xαk, pαk, 0)⊗
∏
j
ρpW (Xj , Pj , 0)
(20)
For the photonic DoFs, we assume that ρpW (Xj , Pj , 0) for
each photon mode obeys the zero-temperature vacuum
distribution:
ρpW (Pj , Xj , 0) =
1
pi
e
−P
2
j
ωj
−ωjX2j (21)
For the electronic DoFs, however, there is an interest-
ing twist about how to sample the initial distribution.
In principle, for TLS α, if one starts from the elec-
tronic ground state, one should initialize ρeW (xαe, pαe, 0)
from the Wigner distribution for the harmonic oscilla-
tor ground state, and initialize ρeW (xαg, pαg, 0) from the
Wigner distribution for the harmonic oscillator first ex-
cited state, which can be negative. In principle, we avoid
this question here by using the simplest square distribu-
tion, i.e., we will first write xαk and pαk in action-angle
coordinates:
xαk =
√
2nαkcos θαk (22a)
pαk =
√
2nαksin θαk (22b)
and then sample the action nαk = 12
(
x2αk + p
2
αk
)
and
angle θαk = arctan
(
pαk
xαk
)
by
nαk ∈ [n(α)k , n(α)k + 2γ] (23a)
θαk ∈ [0, 2pi) (23b)
Eq. (23a) implies that the action (nαk) obeys a uniform
distribution in the interval [n(α)k , n
(α)
k +2γ], where n
(α)
g =
1 and n(α)e = 0 if the TLS is in the ground state, and
n
(α)
g = 0 and n
(α)
e = 1 if the TLS is in the excited state.
Eq. (23b) implies that the angle (θαk) is a random angle
in the interval [0, 2pi). After sampling the action-angle
coordinates as Eq. (23), we transform nαk and θαk to
xαk and pαk using Eq. (22). Note that in sampling nαk,
we set γ = 0.45 rather than γ = 1/2.
A few words are now in order regarding the choice of
γ. Strictly speaking, according to the MMST mapping,
the correct electronic ZPE should be γ = 1/2. However,
in practice, the situation is far more complicated. First,
by now, there is ample evidence that suggest choosing γ
different from 1/2 can yield far better results[44, 49]. Sec-
ond, from a theoretical point of view, we know that prop-
agating independent trajectories can be dangerous and
lead to more or less ZPE leakage[49]. Third, when sam-
pling trajectories, one should in principle sample from a
Wigner distribution of the harmonic oscillators, but this
distribution can be negative (which can lead to complica-
tions). As such, it is common nowadays to sample trajec-
tories from phase space in square or other distributions
(rather than just a Wigner transform). And moreover,
given that one is not going to use a Wigner distribu-
tion, one must be all the more tempted to use a different
value of γ as well. The rationale would be as follows:
in contrast to a truly quantum theory — where ZPE is
an intrinsic property of the photon or electron itself —
classical mechanics has no such intrinsic property; and
therefore, because MMST dynamics treat the ZPE clas-
sically, the correct electronic ZPE in MMST should also
depend on the correlation between electron and the pho-
tonic bath, and a general theory to determine the value
of ZPE in MMST dynamics, has not been developed un-
fortunately. Altogether, this leads to the notion of treat-
ing γ as an optimization parameter, and there is indeed
a large literature discussing how to choose γ so as to
minimize zero point energy leakage without compromis-
ing short time dynamics[49, 50]. For coupled electron-
nuclear dynamics, Cotton and Miller suggest γ = 0.366
is a good choice[44]. For our part, by investigating the
electronic dynamics for a TLS starting from the ground
state (see Figs. 2-3), we find γ = 0.45 leads to the sta-
bility of the electronic ground state exactly. In practice,
we also find that changing γ = 0.45 to other values (say,
0.5) does not significantly alter our results below.
b. Efficient propagation of independent trajectories:
coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations For a given tra-
jectory, after sampling the initial conditions of X =
{xαk, Xj} and P = {pαk, Pj} as in Eqs. (21)-(23), one
can directly propagate X and P using the Hamiltonian
equations of motion (Eq. (19)). However, for the cou-
pled electron-photonic system, directly propagating Eq.
(19) is more computationally expensive than necessary;
after all, in the coupling term of the classical Hamilto-
nian (hkl term in Eq. (14)), each TLS is coupled to all
photonic modes through hkl =
M∑
j=1
~g(α)j
√
ωj
2~Xj , which
implies that for any TLS α, propagating xαk and pαk re-
quires a summation over all photon modes at each time
step. This additional summation loop becomes compu-
tational more and more expensive when the number of
TLSs is large. To avoid this summation, instead of prop-
agating Xj and Pj , one can propagate the collective vari-
ables E(r, t) and B(r, t), i.e., the classical EM fields:
E(r, t) =
M∑
j=1
√
2
0L
ωjXj(t) sin(kjr)eE (24a)
B(r, t) =
M∑
j=1
√
2µ0
L
Pj(t) cos(kjr)eB (24b)
where eE (eB) denotes the the direction of the electric
(magnetic) field.
For the electronic DoFs, since we regard the photonic
degrees of freedom as classical objects, propagation of the
classical Hamiltonian equations for the electronic (xαk,
pαk) degrees of freedom (Eq. (19)) can be replaced ex-
actly by propagation of the complex variables cαk, which
is defined as
cαk=
1√
2
(xαk + ipαk) =
√
nαke
iθαk . (25)
6Thus, effectively, one can propagate the electronic wave
function (|ψα〉) for a TLS
|ψα〉 = cαg|αg〉+ cαe|αe〉 (26)
instead of {xαg, xαe, pαg, pαe}. More generally, it is worth
emphasizing that propagating a quantum Schrödinger
equation (see Eq. (27c) below) with a one-body Hamilto-
nian in an N dimensional vector space is entirely equiva-
lent to propagating classical mechanics with N harmonic
oscillators — which is the very essence of the MMST
mapping. In practice, from our perspective, we have
chosen to propagate the quantum electronic Schrödinger
equation here (rather than classical Hamiltonian equa-
tions of motion) so that the reader can more easily com-
pare and digest the present work with existing work in
the area of semiclassical electrodynamics[21–25, 29].
To that end, for each trajectory, one can equivalently
solve the coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations:
∂
∂t
B(r, t) = −∇×E(r, t) (27a)
∂
∂t
E(r, t) = c2∇×B(r, t)− J(r, t)
0
, (27b)
i~
d
dt
|ψα(t)〉 =
[
1
2
~ω0σˆ(α)z −
∫
drE⊥(r) · Pˆ(α)(r)
]
|ψα(t)〉
(27c)
Here, the classical current density (J(r, t)) is calculated
in a mean-field way:
J(r, t) =
N∑
α=1
∂
∂t
Tr
(
ρˆ(α)(t)Pˆ(α)(r)
)
(28)
where ρˆ(α)(t) = |ψα(t)〉〈ψα(t)|. The atomic polarization
density operator Pˆ(α)(r) is defined as
Pˆ(α)(r) = µ(α)ge e(α)d δ(r − rα)
(
σˆ
(α)
+ + σˆ
(α)
−
)
(29)
where e(α)d denotes the unit vector along the polar-
ization. In 1D, we can simply assume that e(α)d is
parallel to the direction of the E field. Note that
in Eq. (27c) for 1D problems, one can simply re-
place
∫
drE⊥(r) · Pˆ(α)(r) by
∫
drE(r) · Pˆ(α)(r) in
numerical calculations and ignore the distinction be-
tween the total and transverse E field. Note that,
by applying Eqs. (1b), (24a) and (29),
∫
drE(r) ·
Pˆ(α)(r) = ∑Mj=1√2~ωjg(α)j Xj(t)(σˆ(α)+ + σˆ(α)− ). Com-
pared with the quantum light-matter coupling term
(Eq. (1a))
∑M
j=1 ~g
(α)
j
(
aˆ†j + aˆj
)(
σˆ
(α)
+ + σˆ
(α)
−
)
=∑M
j=1 g
(α)
j
√
2~ωjXˆj
(
σˆ
(α)
+ + σˆ
(α)
−
)
, one can ascertain the
equivalence of these two quantities by assuming Xˆj is
classical (Xj(t)).
In the end, to efficiently evolve the MMST dynamics
for the coupled electron-photonic dynamics, one needs to
first sample the initial distribution of Xj and Pj accord-
ing to Eq. (21) and second transform all initial coordi-
nates into EM fields according to Eq. (24). Similarly, for
the electronic DoFs, after sampling the initial condition
using the action-angle coordinates (Eq. (23)), one trans-
forms coordinates to the wave function picture using Eq.
(25). Finally, for each trajectory, one evolves the coupled
Maxwell-Schrödinger equations in Eq. (27).
c. Calculating observables Finally, within MMST
dynamics, because we explicitly take both the electronic
and photonic ZPEs into account, when calculating ob-
servables, we need to exclude all ZPE effects.
For example, because we initialize the electronic DoFs
by a square distribution (see Eqs. (22) and (23)), after
transforming to the wave function representation (using
cαk =
1√
2
(xαk + ipαk)), this implies that our initial wave
function (for each TLS α) will on average be normalized
as |cαg|2 + |cαe|2 = 1+2γ, i.e., on average each electronic
level contains an additional γ. We call this extra nor-
malization electronic ZPE. And in practice, this ZPE is
essential for recovering many electrodynamical phenom-
ena, e.g. spontaneous emission. See Sec. IV. Neverthe-
less, when calculating the electronic population for the
excited state, one must subtract the electronic ZPE from
the raw average to obtain a reasonable answer:
ρ(α)ee (t) =
〈|cαe(t)|2〉l − γ (30)
where 〈· · · 〉l denotes taking the ensemble average over
trajectories. Of course, if we were to sample only the pho-
tonic ZPE and not the electronic ZPE, we could calculate
the excited state population by ρ(α)ee (t) =
〈|cαe(t)|2〉l.
Note that Cotton and Miller have used more sophis-
ticated approaches (i.e., using symmetric windowing
functions) with strong results for evaluating electronic
populations[44–46], but we find that using Eq. (30) is
good enough for our simulations below.
Similarly, when calculating the E-field intensity, the
correct expression must be
I(r, t) = 0
〈
E2z (r, t)
〉
l
− 0
∑
j
ε2j sin
2(kjr) (31)
Again, if we were to sample only the electronic ZPE and
not the photonic ZPE, we would calculate the intensity
to be I(r, t) = 0
〈
E2z (r, t)
〉
l
. Finally, note that when
calculating observables, Eq. (30) may predict negative
populations or negative forces due to the subtraction of
ZPEs[51–55]. So far, in our calculations with harmonic
photonic fields coupled linearly to electronic DoFs, we
have found empirically that such side effects can be min-
imized by optimizing the value of electronic ZPE (γ).
5. Comments on MMST dynamics
After reviewing MMST dynamics, we can summarize
the relationship between MMST dynamics and other ap-
proaches in Fig. 1, where (from left to right) different
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FIG. 1. Relationship between MMST dynamics and other
quantum and semiclassical approaches. From left to right,
approaches are arranged in the descending order of computa-
tional cost.
methods are arranged in descending order of computa-
tional cost. Working from the full QED Hamiltonian,
one can propagate the light-matter dynamics by working
under a truncated Hilbert space, e.g., by applying a CIS
or CISD (where "D" denotes the doubly excited states)
approximation, or by applying Dicke’s model[56, 57],
i.e., only symmetric wave functions are considered. By
contrast, as we showed above, one can also transform
the QED Hamiltonian to Wigner phase space dynam-
ics through an MMST mapping. Exact Wigner dynam-
ics will yield exact quantum dynamics; however, one
usually performs MMST dynamics by assuming inde-
pendent trajectories (which leads to enormous computa-
tional savings). If the ZPEs are further neglected, MMST
dynamics can be reduced to the conventional Maxwell-
Schrödinger equations, where only a single trajectory is
needed for a given simulation.
Note that MMST dynamics do not invoke a rotating-
wave approximation (unlike the CIS approximation). In-
stead, for MMST dynamics, the major approximation is
to propagate independent trajectories, which originates
from truncating all O(~2) terms in Eq. (13)[58]. Accord-
ing to the Wigner expansion, the leading term dropped
is −~224 ∂
3H
∂X3
∂3ρW
∂P3 , and given the form of H in Eq. (14),
whereby the only cubic term is proportional to the light-
matter coupling strength g(α)j , it is clear that (i) MMST
dynamics will be less accurate when the light-matter
coupling strength g(α)j is very, very large; (i) of course,
MMST dynamics become less accurate for longer and
longer times; By contrast, if the light-matter coupling is
not very large (g(α)j  ω0, ωj) and the simulation time is
not very long, MMST dynamics should predict promising
results, which will be shown in Sec. IV.
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
A. Quantum simulation
For our reference quantum simulations below, we will
largely adapt the parameters in Ref. [3]. Using natural
units ([c] = [~] = [0] = 1), we consider the case that each
TLS has the same energy (ω0 = 100) and the same transi-
tion dipole moment (µge =
√
pi/10), and the cavity length
to be L = 2pi. Note that for the field Hamiltonian, a hard
cutoff for the maximum photon energy is taken such that
ωmaxj = 2ω0 = 200. In total, M = 400 photon modes are
used, so that neighboring photon modes have energy dif-
ference (∆ω) as 0.5. For a TLS (α) located at the middle
of the cavity (rα = L/2 = pi), given the above param-
eters, according to Eq. (1b), the light-matter coupling
strength with mode j is g(α)j =
√
ωj
~0Lµ
(α)
ge sin(kjrα) =
√
j
20 sin(
jpi
2 ). After constructing the full quantum Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (1) using the CIS basis, the wave func-
tion at any given time is directly evaluated by calculating
|ΨCIS(t)〉 = exp
(
− i~Hˆt
)
|ΨCIS(0)〉. We calculate expec-
tation values using Eqs. (4)-(6).
B. MMST simulation
For MMST dynamics, we propagate Maxwell equa-
tions using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
technique[59], according to which the E field and B
field are propagated in a staggered grid, as suggested by
Yee[60]. In a 1D cavity, if we assume that the E field
orients along the z-axis and the B-field orients along the
y-axis, according to the FDTD technique, Maxwell equa-
tions can be numerically discretized as:
E
m+ 12
z (k) = E
m− 12
z (k) +
∆t
∆x
[
Bmy
(
k +
1
2
)
−Bmy
(
k − 1
2
)]
(32a)
E
m+ 12
z (k) =
1
0
[
E
m+ 12
z (k)− Pm+
1
2
z (k)
]
(32b)
E
m+ 12
z (0) = E
m+ 12
z (Ngrids − 1) = 0 (32c)
Bm+1y (k +
1
2
) = Bmy (k +
1
2
)− ∆t
∆x
[
E
m+ 12
z (k + 1)− Em−
1
2
z (k)
]
(32d)
8where m = 0, 1, · · · denotes the index for time step, and
k = 0, 1, · · · , Ngrids − 1 denotes the index for the 1D
spatial grids, and ∆x denotes the grid spacing. Here,
in Eq. (32b), Pz(r, t) = Jz(r, t)∆t, and Jz(r, t) =
N∑
α=1
−2ω0Im
[
ρ
(α)
ge (t)
]
ξα(r), where ξα(r) denotes the spa-
tial distribution of the i-th atomic polarization density.
To represent a collection of TLSs, we would like to fol-
low Eq. (29) and set ξα(r) = µgeδ(r − rα). However, in
practice, for numerical stability, we use a Gaussian form
instead: ξα(r) = µge
√
2piσe−
(r−rα)2
2σ2 , where σ denotes the
width of each TLS. Eq. (32c) defines the boundary condi-
tions for the cavity: the E-field values at the boundaries
are forced to be exactly zero. As far as other param-
eters are considered, we set Ngrids = 5001 grid points
with ∆x = L/(Ngrids − 1) = 2pi/5000, ∆t = ∆x/2c, and
σ = 10−3.
Within FDTD, because the E- and B-fields are propa-
gated in a staggered space-time grid (Yee cell), the initial
values of the E- and B-fields should also be set with a Yee
cell framework:
E
0+ 12
z (k) =
∑
j
√
2
0L
ωjX
0+ 12
j sin(kjrk) (33a)
B0+1y
(
k +
1
2
)
=
∑
j
√
2µ0
L
P 0+1j cos
[
kj
(
rk +
∆x
2
)]
(33b)
where rk = k∆x. Note that after sampling P
0+ 12
j and
X
0+ 12
j according to Eq. (21) at the same time (0 +
1
2∆t),
we need to evolve Pj for another half time step P 0+1j =
P
0+ 12
j − ω2jX0+
1
2
j
∆t
2 to calculate B
0+1
y .
To be compatible with FDTD, we propagate the elec-
tronic wave function via the split operator technique
(which also uses half time steps):
|ψαm+ 12 〉 = e− i~ Vˆ (α) ∆t2 e− i~ Hˆ(α)s ∆te− i~ Vˆ (α) ∆t2 |ψα〉m−
1
2
(34)
Here, Hˆ(α)s = 12~ω0σˆ
(α)
z , Vˆ (α) = −
∫
drEz(r)Pˆ
(α)
z (r), and
Pˆ
(α)
z = µgeξα(r)
(
σˆ
(α)
+ + σˆ
(α)
−
)
. The initial |ψαm+ 12 〉 is
sampled according to Eqs. (23) and (25). Eqs. (32)
and (34) form the split-operator-finite-difference-time-
domain (SO-FDTD) propagator.
During an MMST simulation, we calculate observables
with Eqs. (30) and (31) by averaging over a swarm of
trajectories. Unfortunately, for our simulations, in order
to eliminate random noise from sampling ZPEs (for both
electrons and photons), many trajectories are needed. In
order to calculate smooth population dynamics, we re-
quire 104 trajectories. In order to obtain a smooth dis-
tribution of the E-field intensity, we need 106 trajectories
because we sample 400 photon modes.
The simulation code (written in C++) and raw data
are available at Github[61].
IV. RESULTS
MMST dynamics provide a systematic way to evalu-
ate quantum dynamics for a coupled electron-photonic
system. In this section, by modeling three fundamen-
tal cQED processes, we will show that MMST dynam-
ics sometimes recover very accurate quantum dynamics.
The three fundamental processes will be as follows: (i)
spontaneous emission for a TLS in a cavity, (ii) modifica-
tion of the spontaneous emission rate for a chain of TLSs
in a cavity when only the middle TLS is excited initially,
or (iii) Dicke’s superradiance and subradiance when all
TLSs are initially excited in a cavity. Before addressing
these processes, however, we will make a short digres-
sion to show how MMST balances both electronic and
photonic ZPE effects to correctly achieve the stability
of the electronic ground state, which connects to notions
of radiative self-interaction and vacuum fluctuations sug-
gested long ago[62, 63].
A. Stability of Electronic Ground State and the
Physical Meanings of Sampling
In classical electrodynamics, the electronic ground
state is never stable. For example, for a classical model
of a hydrogen atom (i.e., a negatively charged electron
oscillating around a positively charged nucleus with a
certain orbital), the oscillating electron keeps loosing en-
ergy due to the radiative self-interaction until the elec-
tron collapses to the nucleus. However, according to
Dalibard, Dupont-Roc, and Cohen-Tannoudji’s (DDC’s)
QED calculation[62, 63], the electronic ground state is
stable because the energy gain from vacuum fluctuations
exactly balances the energy loss due to radiative self-
interaction. In their interpretation, vacuum fluctuations
denote how "the reservoir fluctuates and interacts with
the polarization induced in the small system", and self-
interaction denotes how "the small system fluctuates and
polarizes the reservoir which reacts back on the small sys-
tem"[62][64].
This quantum interpretation can be matched up ex-
actly with the sampling in MMST dynamics: the sam-
pling of photonic ZPE should represent the effect of vac-
uum fluctuations, and the sampling of electronic ZPE
should represent the effect of self-interaction. Thereafter,
one can test the DDC interpretation of QED semiclassi-
cally by modeling a single TLS in the ground state cou-
pled to a multimode cavity.
In Fig. 2, we show that, for a TLS in the ground
state initially, when both electronic and photonic DoFs
are sampled with MMST dynamics (red solid line), the
electronic excited state population is always almost zero
as a function of time, i.e., the electronic ground state
is stable. By contrast, sampling only the photonic ZPE
(green dash-dot line) leads to spontaneous absorption:
the excited state population goes up due to the presence
of photonic ZPE, which agrees with the DDC view of
vacuum fluctuations — considering vacuum fluctuations
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the excited state population for
a TLS in a 1D cavity starting from electronic ground state.
We propagate MMST dynamics by (i) sampling both elec-
tronic and photonic ZPEs (red solid line), (ii) sampling only
electronic ZPE (blue dashed line), and (iii) sampling only
photonic ZPE (green dash-dot line). Note that, consistent
with the DDC interpretation of QED, we identify the effect
of sampling electronic (photonic) ZPE as corresponding to ra-
diative self-interaction (vacuum fluctuations): self-interaction
leads to the breakdown of electronic ground state while vac-
uum fluctuations lead to spontaneous absorption. By con-
trast, considering both effects leads to the stability of the
electronic ground state. For parameters, the TLS is located
at the center of the cavity and all other parameters are the
same as Sec. III. 12800 trajectories are averaged for all cases.
only leads to spontaneous absorption. Vice versa, sam-
pling only the electronic ZPE (blue dashed line) leads to
the breakdown of electronic ground state: the excited
state population goes down to negative values, which
agrees with the DDC view of self-interaction — con-
sidering self-interaction only leads to the instability of
electronic ground state. Thus, MMST dynamics are in
physical agreement with the DDC interpretation of QED,
which adds a further twist to the Miller-Milonni disagree-
ment about semiclassical electrodynamics[65, 66].
Even more interestingly, the phase space evolution of
electronic populations can also be evaluated by MMST
dynamics. For a TLS starting in the ground state (the
same scenario as Fig. 2), Fig. 3 plots the phase space dis-
tribution for the ground and excited state populations at
different times by sampling trajectories. In each subplot,
one black dot denotes a single trajectory, the red dot de-
notes the center of all of the trajectories, and the color
contour denotes the phase space distribution of electronic
populations, which is calculated by a Gaussian fit for the
density of trajectories.
When both the electronic and photonic ZPEs are sam-
pled, Figs. 3a-c plot the phase space distribution at time
t = 0, pi/3 and pi. Similar to Fig. 2, the averaged ex-
cited state population (red dot) is always zero, showing
the stability of the electronic ground state. Interestingly,
the exact shape of the distribution slightly varies from
an initial square to a triangle (from t = 0 to pi/3) and
the shape then stabilizes as a triangle (from t = pi/3 to
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the phase space distribution for the
electronic ground (x-axis) and excited state (y-axis) popula-
tions associated with Fig. 2. In each subplot, there are 512
black dots, each represents one MMST trajectory. The red
dot denotes the average of the trajectories, and the colored
contour denotes the electronic phase space distribution calcu-
lated by a Gaussian fit of the density of trajectories. From
left to right, we plot the electronic phase space distribution at
times t = 0, pi/3 and pi when (i) both electronic and photonic
ZPEs are sampled (Figs. 3a-c), (ii) only electronic ZPE is
sampled (Figs. 3d-f), and (iii) only photonic ZPE is sampled
(Figs. 3g-i). Note that when both electronic and photonic
ZPEs are sampled, the shape of phase space distribution can
be roughly preserved and stabilized in a triangular shape,
while sampling either electronic or photonic ZPE leads to the
dramatic changes of shape for the phase space distribution.
In practice, sampling only electronic ZPE leads to negative
excited state population, while sampling only photonic ZPE
leads to positive excited state population.
pi). This finding suggests that initializing with a triangu-
lar phase space distribution (at t = 0) could be a better
choice than a naive square distribution (as in Eq. (23)),
because the triangular phase space distribution seems to
be time-invariant under equilibrium when the TLS inter-
acts with the vacuum field. Indeed, a recent improve-
ment of MMST dynamics — the symmetrical quasiclas-
sical windowing (SQC) dynamics[44, 45] — suggests that
an initial triangular distribution (rather than square) can
really improve the performance of SQC dynamics in prac-
tice. Nevertheless, because an initial square distribu-
tion can already qualitatively predict the preservation of
phase space area and can also predict relatively accurate
quantum dynamics (which will been shown below), we
have stuck with a square distribution for the electronic
DoFs throughout this paper.
By contrast, when only the electronic ZPE is sampled
(Figs. 3d-f) or only the photonic ZPE is sampled (Figs.
3g-i), under time evolution, the phase space area of the
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the electronic population for a TLS
in a 1D cavity when the TLS starts from the electronic excited
state. All other parameters are the same as Fig. 2. The solid
(dashed) lines denote the excited (ground) state population.
Note that compared with the QED calculation (black line),
MMST (red line) describes both the initial exponential decay
and the Poincaré recurrence very well.
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FIG. 5. Contributions of self-interaction and vacuum fluc-
tuations for Fig. 4 as predicted by MMST dynamics. Note
that at the initial stages (t ≈ 0), self-interaction and vacuum
fluctuations contribute to exponential decay almost equally.
By contrast, at later times (t = 2pi), self-interaction is mostly
responsible for the Poincaré recurrence.
electronic populations is not preserved even qualitatively,
again showing the necessity of sampling both the elec-
tronic and photonic ZPEs.
B. Spontaneous Emission for a TLS
After illustrating the physical meaning of sampling
ZPE, we will now show that MMST dynamics can cap-
ture very accurate quantum dynamics for certain coupled
electron-photonic systems. To begin with, we investigate
the simplest scenario — spontaneous emission for a single
TLS in a cavity.
For a TLS in a free vacuum (L → ∞), the excited
state population for the TLS decays exponentially with
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FIG. 6. Real-space distribution of the E-field intensity from
time 0 to 3pi (from bottom to top) associated with Fig. 4.
Here we average over 1.28 × 106 trajectories, and all other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 4. Note that MMST dy-
namics (red solid line) are quite accurate here. There is one
hiccup: MMST predicts non-vanishing intensity oscillations
(ranging from negative to positive values) at r = L/2 = pi.
Averaging over the neighboring 50 grid points (cyan dash-
dot line) eliminates such oscillations and the final coarse-
grained MMST results agree very well with the QED cal-
culation (black dashed line); see Appendix A for a detailed
discussion for the "middle oscillations".
the Fermi’s golden rule (FGR) rate:
k1DFGR =
ω0µ
2
ge
0~c
(35)
In the cavity with finite L, the process is different. Before
the EM field emitted by the TLS hits the cavity mirror,
the TLS decays as in the free vacuum. However, due
to the existence of the cavity mirror, the emitted EM
field can reflect back and re-excite the TLS, known as a
Poincaré recurrence.
Fig. 4 plots the time evolution of the electronic pop-
ulations for spontaneous emission of a single TLS in a
1D cavity with length L = 2pi. The solid lines denote
the excited state population and the dashed lines denote
the ground state population. In general, MMST dynam-
ics (red lines) predict almost the same population dy-
namics as QED (black lines): initially, because the TLS
locates at the center of the cavity, when t < pi, the ex-
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FIG. 7. Time evolution of the excited state population when the TLS near the cavity mirror. In the left (right) subplot, the
TLS is close to the cavity mirror with distance r = λ/2 (r = λ/4), where λ = 2pi/ω0. All other parameters are the same as
in Fig. 4. Compared with the free space decay for a single TLS (gray solid line), MMST dynamics (red solid line) predict the
inhibition (left) or enhancement (right) of spontaneous emission rate when r = λ/2 or r = λ/4 respectively; these results agree
relatively well with the exact QED calculations (black dashed line).
cited state population of the TLS exponentially decay
with rate k1DFGR; later, at t = 2pi, Poincaré recurrence oc-
curs and the TLS is re-excited. One interesting finding
in Fig. 4 is that although MMST dynamics predict the
initial populational decay relatively well, this approach
considerably underestimates the height of the Poincaré
recurrence. Such an underestimation must come from the
independent-trajectory assumption in MMST dynamics.
MMST dynamics cannot capture all coherence effects
and, for long times, such errors will necessarily be ampli-
fied. Throughout this paper, because we are interested in
the dynamics for not very long times, MMST dynamics
perform relatively well.
Having identified the physical meanings of the ZPEs in
MMST dynamics, we can now use MMST dynamics to
investigate the respective contribution of self-interaction
(vacuum fluctuations) to both the initial decay and the
Poincaré recurrence. As shown in Fig. 5, at the ini-
tial stages of spontaneous emission (t ≈ 0), both self-
interaction (blue dashed line) and vacuum fluctuations
(green dash-dot line) contribute to spontaneous emission
almost equally, which agrees with DDC’s calculation of
spontaneous emission in free space[62, 63]. After the ini-
tial exponential decay (t = pi), just as in Fig. 2, con-
sideration of only self-interaction leads to the breakdown
of the electronic ground state, and consideration of only
vacuum fluctuations leads to spontaneous absorption. Fi-
nally and very interestingly, the MMST dynamics in Fig.
5 inform us that a Poincaré recurrence (t = 2pi) is caused
mostly by self-interaction rather than vacuum fluctua-
tions.
Apart from electronic population dynamics, MMST
dynamics can also capture accurately the evolution of the
real-space distribution for the E-field intensity. In Fig. 6,
we plot the real-space distribution of the E-field intensity
from time t = 0 to t = 3pi (from bottom to top) with time
interval 0.3pi. When 1.28× 106 trajectories are averaged,
MMST dynamics (red solid line) agree with QED (black
dashed line) very well: Initially the EM field is gener-
ated from the cavity center (where the TLS is located);
at t = pi, the emitted EM field reaches the cavity mir-
ror; at t = 2pi, the emitted EM field propagates back to
the cavity center and re-excited the TLS; at later times,
the excited TLS emits another small EM bump after the
wavefront. The only difference between MMST dynam-
ics and exact dynamics, however, is the non-vanishing
intensity oscillations at the cavity center ranging from
negative to positive values. On the one hand, from our
perspective, the negative values of the MMST intensity
oscillations in Fig. 6 appear to be the result of numer-
ical errors in the FDTD simulations. In practice, if
we take a coarse-grained average (cyan dash-dot line)
of the MMST results (red solid line) by averaging over
the neighboring 50 grids points (where we use 5001 grids
points for the cavity), the negative-value feature is com-
pletely smoothed away. As shown in Appendix A, this
negative feature also vanishes if the FDTD propagator is
replaced by propagatingXj and Pj directly. On the other
hand, by including the doubly excited state (while we use
only the CIS approximation), quantum calculations ac-
tually predict a putatively similar non-vanishing middle
peak[20], which would almost imply that the MMST re-
sults may contain more information than the CIS quan-
tum results (which do not have a middle peak). And
yet, because the size of these MMST middle oscillations
can depend sensitively on the size of basis we use for
propagating MMST dynamics, our overall conclusion is
that we should be very hesitant to attribute too much to
these MMST oscillations. See Appendix A for a detailed
discussion for the "middle oscillations".
Next, note that, for all of results above, the TLS has
been set at the center of the cavity (r = L/2). In QED,
because the light-matter coupling term g(α)j is propor-
tional to sin(kjrα) (see Eq. (1b)), the spontaneous emis-
sion rate will be strongly modified by changing the loca-
tion of the TLS. For example, if the TLS is close to the
cavity mirror with distance r = λ/2 (where λ = 2pi/ω0
denotes the wavelength of the emitted EM field by the
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TLS), because the resonant cavity mode (k0 = ω0/c)
completely decouples to the TLS (sin(k0r) = 0), the
spontaneous emission rate should be strongly inhibited.
Encouragingly, this scenario is correctly predicted by
MMST dynamics. On the left of Fig. 7, we plot the
excited state population for a TLS when this TLS is ini-
tially set reasonably close to the left mirror with distance
λ/2, where λ = 2pi/ω0 denotes the intrinsic wavelength
for the TLS. When time t < λ/2c, the EM field emitted
by the TLS has not yet hit the left mirror, and so the
TLS must evolve as in the free space (i.e., spontaneous
decay with a Fermi’s golden rule rate), which corresponds
to the short quick decay in Fig. 7(left). However, when
t > λ/c, because the reflected EM field returns to en-
gage the TLS, the EM field felt by the TLS is actually
an interference between the reflected EM field at earlier
time (t− λ/c) and the emitted EM field at current time
(t). Due to the distance to the mirror, such interference
can be either constructive or destructive. For destructive
interference, as shown in Fig. 7(left), the excited state
population decays much slower after t = λ/c. When the
distance to the mirror is changed from λ/2 to λ/4, as
shown in the Fig. 7(right), the interference is construc-
tive, and a faster-than-free-space decay can be observed.
C. Modification of Spontaneous Emission for an
Array of TLSs
After investigating spontaneous emission for a single
TLS in the cavity, we now move to a more complicated
case: an array of N = 101 equally spaced TLSs in the
cavity, but we assume that only the middle TLS (which
is located at the cavity center) is excited initially; this
scenario can be solved quantum-mechanically within the
CIS ansatz. By changing the spacing a between the
TLSs, the population decay for the middle TLS can be
significantly modified due to constructive or destructive
interference between the emitted EM fields by TLSs.
Fig. 8 plots the population decay for the middle TLS
with different spacing a. Overall, MMST dynamics (red
line) predict almost the same results as QED (black line):
When a = λ/2 (Fig. 8a), the spontaneous emission of the
middle TLS is inhibited — the decay rate is smaller than
k1DFGR (gray line). By contrast, when a = λ/4 (Fig. 8b),
the spontaneous emission of the middle TLS is enhanced
— the decay rate is larger than k1DFGR. Finally, when a =
0 (Fig. 8c), the spontaneous emission of the middle TLS
is strongly inhibited. Interestingly, the decay behavior
in Figs. 8a-b is very close to Fig. 7, suggesting that the
effect of the surrounding TLSs is very similar to the effect
of a cavity mirror[67]. However, the intrinsic quantum
mechanism for modifying the spontaneous emission rate
in Fig. 8 is different from Fig. 7: the rate modification
in Fig. 8 comes from the different decay rates of the
bright or the dark states formed by N TLSs, while the
rate modification in Fig. 7 comes from the interference
with the reflected EM field.
D. Dicke’s Superradiance for a Collection of
Excited TLSs
In the previous two subsections, only one TLS was ex-
cited initially, which can be easily propagated quantum-
mechanically even when N is large. By contrast, if we as-
sume that all TLSs are excited initially, propagating the
full (both electronic and photonic) quantum dynamics
becomes impossible for more than a few TLSs. One spe-
cific example of this scenario is Dicke’s superradiance[56],
where all TLSs are located within one wavelength in the
free vacuum. For Dicke’s superradiance problem, due to
the coherence between TLSs, the spontaneous emission
rate for a single TLS is proportional to the number of
total TLSs N .
Even though a full quantum simulation cannot be per-
formed here, MMST dynamics can be easily propagated.
To model Dicke’s superradiance, here we assume that all
TLSs are located at the center of the cavity and start in
excited state. As shown in Fig. 9a, with an increasing
number of TLSs, the initial exponential decay is acceler-
ated. Quantitatively speaking, by fitting the initial expo-
nential decay to obtain an effective rate (i.e., supposing
ρ¯ee(t) = exp(−kfitt)), we find that MMST dynamics can
capture the linear scaling of the decay rate as a function
of N correctly; see Fig. 9b. More interestingly, because
this simulation is performed in cavities, MMST dynam-
ics also predict a change in the Poincaré recurrence as
a function of the number of TLSs N , i.e., when N in-
creases, the peak of the Poincaré recurrence is enhanced
and the recurrence narrows.
Going beyond a simple rate expression, one might ask:
do MMST dynamics predict the correct population dy-
namics during the initial population decay? For example,
according to a mean-field treatment of Dicke’s superra-
diance, the time derivative of the averaged excited state
population dρ¯ee(t)/dt for N TLSs obeys[57]
dρ¯ee(t)
dt
=
k1DFGRN
4
[
cosh
(
k1DFGRN
2
(t− tD)
)]−2
(36)
where tD denotes the delay time, at which dρ¯ee(t)/dt
takes the maximum value. Eq. (36) not only shows that
the spontaneous emission rate is proportional to N , but
also implies that dρ¯ee(t)dt has a burst at the delayed time
tD (instead of at time zero). Can this feature be captured
by MMST dynamics?
We answer this question in Fig. 10. By plotting
the time derivative of the averaged population dynamics
(dρ¯ee(t)/dt), we show that MMST dynamics do capture
almost the same dρ¯ee(t)/dt as the mean-field expression
in Eq. (36) during the initial population decay, where
the delay time (tD) in Eq. (36) is taken from the MMST
results.
We note that Fig. 10 already characterizes the ba-
sic features of superradiance, showing the usefulness of
MMST dynamics. However, due to the quantum fluctu-
ations of the initial phase of the superradiance process,
the observed delay time exhibits some uncertainties from
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Compared with the free space decay for a single TLS (gray line), MMST dynamics (red line) predict both enhancement and
inhibition of the spontaneous emission rate when changing spacing a in a similar way as the QED calculation (black line).
one experimental realization to another, which can not
be predicted by the mean-field expression in Eq. (36).
A quantum estimation suggests that the statistics of the
delay time should obey[57]:
〈tD〉 ∼ 1
Nk1DFGR
N∑
s=1
1
s
(37a)
∆tD =
√
〈t2D〉 − 〈tD〉2 ∼
1
Nk1DFGR
√√√√ N∑
s=1
1
s2
(37b)
At this point, keen readers might ask: can MMST
dynamics also predict such statistics of the delay time
for superradiance? Indeed, by further investigating the
dynamics of dρ¯ee(t)/dt for different MMST trajectories,
in Fig. 11a we show that the delay times for different
MMST trajectories (thin colored lines) exhibit strong
fluctuations. The fluctuations of the delay time of MMST
trajectories reflect dynamics beyond the mean-field de-
scription in Eq. (36). Most interestingly, as shown in
Fig. 11b, by plotting the statistics of the delay times for
1000 MMST trajectories, we find that the expectation
value (red dots) and the standard deviation (red error
bars) of the delay time agrees surprisingly well with the
quantum estimation (black, see Eq. (37)).
After demonstrating Dicke’s superradiance for a sam-
ple of TLSs at a single point in space, we now consider
a different limit: when the separation (a) between TLSs
is comparable with the emitted wavelength (λ). In this
limit, because the dark states can also couple to the en-
vironment, the collective emission behavior is no longer
superradiant. For an array of N equally spaced TLSs
with separation a = λ/4 for example, Fig. 12a shows
the MMST results for the averaged excited state popu-
lation (ρ¯ee(t)) as a function of time. For N > 1, the
decay behavior is indeed no longer exponential: after a
fast initial decay, ρ¯ee(t) demonstrates a slow decay in the
long times. By further fitting ρ¯ee(t) with a biexponential
function (i.e., A exp(−kst) + (1 − A) exp(−kf t), where
ks and kf denote the slow and fast decay rates), we ex-
tract the slow decay rate ks for different N . As shown in
Fig. 12b, the subradiant decay lifetime (1/ks) exhibits
near linear scaling as a function of N , which agrees with
recent cold-atom experiments[68, 69].
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In summary, we have used MMST dynamics to solve a
specific coupled electron-photonic system in cQED — a
collection of N TLSs coupled to a multimode cavity. The
spirit of MMST dynamics is to approximate quantum dy-
namics by sampling independent quasiclassical trajecto-
ries in Wigner phase space, the initial conditions of which
are determined by sampling both the electronic and pho-
tonic ZPEs. MMST dynamics are ideal for electron-
photonic systems, because photons are intrinsically har-
monic. Because propagating Cartesian coordinates is
unnecessarily cumbersome, we have chosen to propa-
gate the coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations via a
split-operator-finite-difference-time-domain (SO-FDTD)
propagator in order to reduce the computational cost for
each trajectory.
Armed with the appropriate subroutine for MMST dy-
namics, we find that this algorithm can provide an intu-
itive and practical way to identify the respective con-
tributions of self-interaction and vacuum fluctuations:
sampling electronic ZPE reflects radiative self-interaction
and sampling photonic ZPE reflects vacuum fluctua-
tions. Near the ground state, these two effects balance
each other, and so it is perhaps not surprising that tra-
ditional mean-field (Ehrenfest) dynamics (without any
ZPE) become accurate in this limit[21, 26–28]. By con-
trast, at high saturation limit, while traditional mean-
field (Ehrenfest) dynamics usually fail, MMST dynamics
can still recover accurate quantum dynamics, at least for
the test cases studied here: (i) MMST dynamics accu-
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rately capture the initial exponential decay, the Poincaré
recurrence, and the position dependence of the sponta-
neous emission rate for a TLS in a cavity. (ii) For an
array of N = 101 equally spaced TLSs in a 1D cavity
and with only the middle TLS excited initially, MMST
dynamics predict the modification of exponential decay
(i.e., enhancement and inhibition) accurately as a func-
tion of the spacing between TLSs. (iii) MMST dynamics
can model Dicke’s superradiance and subradiance (i.e.,
when all TLSs are excited and located within one wave-
length) and correctly predict the quantum statistics of
the delay time.
With these exciting findings of MMST dynamics in
mind, we end this paper with several questions, which
need to be answered for future improvement:
(i) First, note that the computational cost of MMST
dynamics is relative expensive: it usually requires 104 −
106 trajectories for convergent results, thus preventing
the application of MMST dynamics to more realistic sys-
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tems (e.g., a three-dimensional cavity). Therefore, our
first question is: are there enhanced sampling techniques
for recovering the same-level MMST results with fewer
trajectories?
(ii) Second, currently MMST dynamics require sam-
pling a lot of cavity photon modes. When considering
a free space problem, however, in principle we need to
sample infinitely many modes, i.e. a continuous number
of photon modes to avoid any potential Poincaré recur-
rences, and sampling so many modes will be difficult in
practice. Is there a better way to generalize MMST dy-
namics to free space?
(iii) Third, in general, quasiclassical MMST (or LSC-
IVR) dynamics are known not to recover the correct equi-
librium distribution, or even obtain detailed balance for
a given quantum subsystem[50]. In general, ZPE leakage
is a big problem[49, 50]. However, the electron-photonic
case is potentially special because the photon bath is ex-
clusively harmonic, whereas ZPE leakage is normally as-
sociated with anharmonic modes. Moreover, with har-
monic surfaces, one never encounters negative forces[55]
that can also lead to unstable MMST trajectories. Nev-
ertheless, Hoffmann et al have recently shown that ZPE
leakage does become a problem with three-state elec-
tronic models (rather than two-state models)[35]. Thus,
one must inquire: might SQC dynamics[44–46] and sim-
ilar approaches provide better results in this limit?
(v) Fourth, MMST dynamics have (to date) usu-
ally been applied to coupled electron-nuclear systems;
can we directly apply MMST dynamics to coupled
electron-nuclear-photonic systems for simulating realis-
tic systems[70]?
There is a great deal of work to be done at the inter-
section of semiclassical dynamics and quantum electro-
dynamics.
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Appendix A THE MIDDLE OSCILLATIONS IN
FIG. 6: NUMERICAL ERROR OR POLARITON?
When considering Fig. 6, note that a few references
have reported a similarly non-vanishing peak in the E
field located at the middle of a 1D cavity (rather than
the oscillations in Fig. 6) when modeling spontaneous
emission and the claim has been made that this peak
represents a polariton[20, 34]. Now, guided by causality,
one would presume that before the emitted EM field hits
the cavity mirrors, the TLS should behave in a cavity the
same as in free space[17]. Therefore, the existence of a
middle peak in Refs. [20, 34] (or the middle oscillations in
Fig. 6) arise(s) two obvious questions: (i) Is the middle
peak in Refs. [20, 34] real or the result of numerical errors
in a quantum calculation? (ii) Are the middle oscillations
in Fig. 6 real or numerical errors in MMST dynamics?
Our current belief is that these two questions need not
be linked.
For the first question, our quantum simulation cannot
(unfortunately) provide a definite answer. In our simu-
lations, the use of the CIS basis implies that all counter
rotating-wave terms for the light-matter coupling have
been ignored. In order to investigate whether the middle
peak is real or not, however, one would need to consider
the effect of such counter rotating-wave terms and use
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FIG. A1. Real-space distribution of the E-field intensity as predicted by four different numerical treatments: (a) a replot of
Fig. 6, i.e., initializing the EM field with 400 photon modes and propagating the EM field with FDTD; (b) the same as Fig.
A1-a but the initialization is with only 100 photon modes (centered at ω0); (c) initializing 400 photon modes and propagating
{Xj , Pj} directly; (d) the same as Fig. A1-c but initializing only 100 photon modes. The bottom subplots are the corresponding
zoom-in near the cavity center corresponding to the top zoom-out subplots. Note that the negative-value feature of the "middle
oscillations" in Figs. A1-a,b appears to be the result of numerical error with FDTD, and the middle MMST peak in Fig. A1-c
disappears with fewer photon modes.
(at least) the two-photon states (i.e., the CISD approxi-
mation). For the results presented in Refs. [20, 34], the
CISD approximation is used, and the middle peak is ob-
served. Hence, one must presume that the middle peak
is real and comes from the effect of counter rotating-wave
terms.
For the second question, because MMST dynamics
do not invoke the rotating-wave approximation, this ap-
proach has the potential to predict the middle peak cor-
rectly, and the putative similarity between the quantum
middle peak and the MMST middle oscillations might
even indicate that MMST dynamics can also predict this
interesting quantum feature. However, as shown in Fig.
6, the middle oscillations in MMST dynamics contain
negative values, which is not encouraging. To that end,
let us now investigate the origin of this negative-value
feature in more detail.
For all results presented above, we initialized the EM
field with M = 400 photon modes and propagated the
EM field by the FDTD algorithm; see Sec. III for details.
This numerical treatment leads to the E-field distribution
shown in Fig. 6. To facilitate our discussion, here we will
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replot Fig. 6 in Fig. A1-a; in Fig. A1-e we zoom in near
the cavity center.
In order to understand the origin of the middle oscil-
lations, we have now run the following additional simu-
lations: (i) We initialize the EM field with fewer photon
modes (say, M = 100 modes centered at ω0 with fre-
quency spacing ∆ω = 0.5) but still propagate the EM
field with FDTD; in this case, the middle oscillations do
not disappear. See Figs. A1-b,f. (ii) As reported in
Refs. [34, 35], if we directly propagate M = 400 photon
modes (i.e., propagating {Xj , Pj}) — rather than run-
ning FDTD — the middle oscillations are replaced by a
non-vanishing middle peak, which is close to the quan-
tum result with a CISD basis. See A1-c,g. (iii) Finally, if
only M = 100 photon modes (centered at ω0) are prop-
agated directly (i.e., not with FDTD), the middle peak
almost completely disappears; see Figs. A1-d,h.
From the simulations above, we must conclude that
the the negative-value feature of the middle oscillations
in Fig. 6 arises from the numerical errors with FDTD.
Because reducing the number of the off-resonant pho-
ton modes leads to the disappearance of the middle peak
when propagating Xj and Pj , it appears that MMST dy-
namics cannot predict the middle peak in a reliable and
consistent fashion. As an alternative, the peak may arise
from the ZPE leakage from MMST dynamics[49, 50].
More analysis of this feature will be needed in the fu-
ture.
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